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Shooting Male | Eric Schwabel | 
9783867870184 | 69.99 | Bruno Gmünder | 
hardcover 
 
Schwabel—young award-winning talent in the field of 
fashion and fine art photography—has a sense for subtle, 
but capturing erotic. Schwabel teaches photography and 
hates to photoshop his images. That’s why his pictures 
appear so natural in spite of his eye for the glamorous 
side of things. 
 
 
 
 
Playing Hard to Get | Corbin Fisher | 
9783867870207| 53.99 | Bruno Gmünder| 
hardcover 
 
Outdoor erotica at its best. Corbin Fisher presents 
young, tight-bodied men in erotic encounters in which 
they seldom drop the last pieces of clothes. The 
genuineness of Fisher’s photos is what makes this  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Greeks & Greek Love: A Bold New 
Exploration of the Ancient World | James 
Davidson | 45.00 | Random House | hardcover 
 
For nearly two thousand years, historians have treated 
the subject of homosexuality in ancient Greece with 
apology, embarrassment, or outright denial. Now classics 
scholar James Davidson offers a brilliant, unblushing 
exploration of the passion that permeated Greek 
civilization. Using homosexuality as a lens, Davidson 
sheds new light on every aspect of Greek culture, from 
politics and religion to art and war. With stunning 
erudition and irresistible wit–and without moral 
judgment–Davidson has written the first major 
examination of homosexuality in ancient Greece since 
the dawn of the modern gay rights movement. 



Handjobs Anthology Volume 20 | Handjobs | 
9781886458758 | 20.00 | Avenue Services | 
paper 
 
The latest collection of stories from the folks who bring 
you Handjobs Magazine.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Dad’s Bedtime Tales Volume 10 | Handjobs | 
9781886458765 | 20.00 | Avenue Services | 
paper 
 
More Dad’s Bedtime Tales from the folks who bring you 
Handjobs Magazine.  
 
 
Shipping soon. Get your pre-orders in.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Damron Accommodations 12th Edition | 
9780929435688 | 23.95 | Damron Guides | 
paper 
 
Now you’ll always have a home away from home! Damron 
Accommodations is the only full-color guide to gay-friendly 
B&Bs, inns, hotels, and other accommodations around the 
world--with hundreds of color photographs and in-depth 
descriptions.  
 



David Inside Out | Lee Bantle | 9780805081220 
|16.99 | Henry Holt | hardcover | Young Adult  
 
David Dahlgren, a high-school senior, finds solace in running 
with the track team; he’s a fast runner, and he enjoys the 
camaraderie. But team events become a source of tension 
when he develops a crush on one of his teammates, Sean. 
Scared to admit his feelings, David does everything he can to 
suppress them: he dates a girl, keeps his distance from his best 
friend who has become openly gay, and snaps a rubber band on 
his wrist every time he has “inappropriate” urges. Before long, 
Sean expresses the thoughts David has been trying to hide, and 
everything changes for the better. Or so it seems. In this 
thoughtful yet searing coming-of-age novel, Lee Bantle offers a 
raw, honest, and incredibly compelling account of a teenager 
who learns to accept himself for who he is. 

 
 

Making it Legal Everything You Need to Know about 
Same-Sex Marriage | Frederick Hertz | 
9781413309843 | 29.99 | NOLO | paper 
 
Frederick Hertz is a practicing attorney-mediator and the author 
of Legal Affairs: Essential Advice for Same-Sex Couples (Owl 
Books) and co-author of Nolo's Living Together: A Legal Guide for 
Unmarried Couples and A Legal Guide for Lesbian & Gay Couples.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Merv Griffin: A life in the Closet | Darwin Porter | 
26.95 | 9780978646509 | Blood Moon | hardcover 
 
 
This is the first post-mortem, unauthorized insight into Merv 
Griffin, a failed singer and unsuccessful actor who unexpectedly 
rewrote the rules of America's broadcasting industry. He became 
the richest man in TV, befriended everyone in media who 
mattered, bought a casino, and maintained a secret life as 
America's most famously closeted homosexual. From a 
controversial writer whose previous work has virtually re-defined 
the art of the celebrity biography, HERE'S MERV.  
 



The Andy Warhol Inspiration Box | 9780811867375 | 
16.95 | Chronicle | Kit 
 
This beautiful set evokes the spirit of Andy Warhol’s Factory 
Studio and invites creative inspiration – including a hand-painted 
figurine of Andy, display stand, stickers, and 48-page booklet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Vast Fields of Ordinary | Nick Burd | 9780803733404 
| 16.99 | Dial | hardcover | Young Adult  
 
It's Dade's last summer at home. He has a crappy job at Food 
World, a "boyfriend" who won't publicly acknowledge his 
existence (maybe because Pablo also has a girlfriend), and 
parents on the verge of a divorce. College is Dade's shining 
beacon of possibility, a horizon to keep him from floating away.  
 
Then he meets the mysterious Alex Kincaid. Falling in real love 
finally lets Dade come out of the closet—and, ironically, ignites a 
ruthless passion in Pablo. But just when true happiness has set in, 
tragedy shatters the dreamy curtain of summer, and Dade will 
use every ounce of strength he's gained to break from his past 
and start fresh with the future.  

 
 
 
 

 
Some Men and Deuce | Terrence McNally | 
9780802144492 | 15.00 | Grove | paper 
 
In Some Men, Terrence McNally takes us on a multigenerational 
journey of gay life in America. In interwoven vignettes, McNally 
uses the same characters at different points in their lives as gay 
men to address such issues as coming out, marriage, adoption, 
the military, and the AIDS crisis



 
Ugly Man | Dennis Cooper | 9780061715440 | 
13.95 | Harper | paper 
 
The cult novelist's collection of short stories plumbs veins of 
dark humor amid the sex and gore his fans have come to 
expect. The contents range from short shorts-a rumination on 
"The Fifteen Worst Russian Gay Porn Web Sites" and an 
abortive episode entitled "One Night in 1979 I Did Too Much 
Coke and Couldn't Sleep and Had What I Thought Was a 
Million-Dollar Idea to Write the Definitive Tell-all Book About 
Glam Rock Based on My Own Personal Experience but This Is 
as Far as I Got"-to longer pieces in which sadistic male 
characters explore their preoccupations with the murder, 
mutilation and rape of nihilistic teenaged boys. 
 

 
Assisted Loving: Loving: True Tales of Double 
Dating with My Dad | Bob Morris | 
9780061374135 | 14.99 | Harper | paper 
 
What would you do if your eighty-year-old father dragged 
you into his hell-bent hunt for new love?  
 
A few months after the death of his wife, Joe Morris, an 
affable, eccentric octogenarian, needs a replacement. If he 
can get a new hip, he figures, why not a new wife? At first, 
his skeptical son Bob (whose own love life is a disaster) is 
appalled. But suspicion quickly turns to enthusiasm as he 
finds himself trolling the personals, screening prospects, 
chaperoning, and offering etiquette tips to his needy father. 
Assisted Loving is a warm, witty, and wacky chronicle of a 
father, a son, and their year of dating dangerously.  

 
Fashionista: A Century of Style Icons | 
Simon Werle | 9783791339368 | 29.95 | 
Prestel | hardcover 
 
Fashionistas - A Century of Style Icons brings 
together the key trendsetters of the fashion world.  
 
From Marlene Dietrich, Audrey Hepburn, Marilyn 
Monroe, and Jacqueline Kennedy to Vivienne 
Westwood, Chloe Sevigny, and Kate Moss - each 
fashionista is portrayed in spot-on texts, her 
fashionable flair felicitously explained and lavishly 
illustrated. This informative survey presents not 
only inspiration for one's wardrobe, but also offers a 
feast for the senses.  



Bigger Than Life: History of Gay Porn 
Cinema from Beefcake to Hardcore | 
Jeffrey Escoffier | 9780786720101 | 
24.95 | Running Press | hardcover 
 
Almost all of those involved in making “commercial” 
gay pornographic movies began as amateurs in a 
field that had virtually never existed before, either 
as art or commerce. Many of their “underground” 
predecessors had repeatedly suffered arrest and 
other forms of legal harassment. There was no 
developed gay market and any films made 
commercially were shown in adult x-rated theaters. 
After the Stonewall riots and the emergence of the 
gay liberation movement in 1969, a number of 
entrepreneurs began to make gay adult movies for 
the new mail order market. The gay porn film 
industry grew dramatically during the next thirty 
years and transformed the way men—gay men in 
particular—conceived of masculinity and their 
sexuality. Bigger Than Life tells that story.  
 

 
 
 

Wasted | Aiden Shaw | 9780786720798 | 
14.95 | Running Press | paper 
 
Adult film superstar Aiden Shaw follows up his 
bestselling memoir, My Undoing, with the third 
novel in a gritty and stimulating trilogy of sexual 
excess (following Boundaries and Brutal: Uncut). Set 
in the hedonistic London clubs so vividly 
characterized in his previous novels, and 
reintroducing David, Joe, Ryan and the disturbed 
Flora, Wasted brings the trilogy to a rousing and 
unexpected climax. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hollywood Boulevard: A Novel | John Gilmore | 
9780978896850 | 19.95 | Ferine Books | 
hardcover 
 
Two years divorced, struggling between making art or porn, 
reclusive Eli lands in a bizarre drama of sex, obsession and 
transgender romps on the mean streets of Hollywood.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Taking Woodstock | Move Tie In | Elliot Tiber | 
9780757003332 | 15.95 | Square One | paper 
 
A humble motel owner and his parents become the heroes in 
carrying off the momentous 1969 Woodstock rock concert in 
Tiber's occasionally improbable yet thoroughly entertaining 
tale. Tiber, né Teichberg of Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, put on 
hold his personal ambition in the mid-1950s as an artist to 
help his aging Old World Jewish parents run their 
ramshackle resort motel in White Lake, deep in the Catskill 
Mountains.  
 
Hounded by the guilt that he can't live up to his parents' 
standards and driven by his own covert homosexuality, Tiber 
pokes fun at what he calls the Teichberg Curse, a scourge 
that won't allow the family to escape financial ruin. 

 
Grey Gardens | Sara Maysled | 
9780977652365 | 45.00 | Free News | 
hardcover 
 
One of the strangest and subtlest films ever made, the 
Maysles brothers' 1975 documentary Grey Gardens 
today boast a devoted a following. Shot at Grey 
Gardens, the dilapidated East Hamptons mansion of 
Big Edie" and "Little Edie" Beale, aunt and cousin to 
Jackie Onassis, this classic of cinema verite tracks the 
Beales' eccentric and sequestered lives.  
 
Contains an appendix with the full transcripts of both 
Grey Gardens and 2006's The Beales ofGrey Gardens, 
as well as an audio CD of sound recordings capturing 
the Beales at their best, this book is the essential 
companion to the film and a beautiful testimony to its 
legacy." 



 
Lifeguard on Duty | Matt Albiani | 9781576875018 
| 45.00 | Powerhouse | hardcover  
 
Lifeguard on Duty collects the results of his years of travel 
across the country, from Oahu, Hawaii to Nantucket, 
Massachusetts, capturing these men in all their strength and 
solitude. With expressive framing and subtle composition, 
Albiani creates a unique and elegant portrait of the life of a 
guard. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Gay American Autobiography: From Whitman to 
Sedaris | David Bergman | 9780299230449 | 
29.95 | University of Wisconsin Press | paper 
 
In the first anthology to survey the full range of gay men’s 
autobiographical writing from Walt Whitman to the present, 
Gay American Autobiography draws excerpts from letters, 
journals, oral histories, memoirs, and autobiographies to 
provide examples of the best life writing over the last 
century and a half.   
 
 
 
 
 

My Diva: 65 Gay Men on the Women Who Inspire 
Them | Michael Mantlack | 9780299231200 | 
24.95 | University of Wisconsin | hardcover  
 
From Elizabeth Taylor, Bette Midler, and Diana Ross to 
Queen Elizabeth I, Julia Child, and Princess Leia, these divas 
have been sister, alter ego, fairy godmother, or model for 
survival to gay men and the closeted boys they once were. 
And anyone—straight or gay, young or old, male or female—
who ever needed a muse, or found one, will see their own 
longing mirrored here as well. 
 
 
 
 
 



From Class Comics 
 

 
Naked Justice Beginnings | Patrick Fillion 
| 9781897102435 | 9.00 | Class Comics | 
paper  
 
Every hero has a beginning... You may know how 
Felix Himner got his powers, but find out how the 
hero NAKED JUSTICE was born. 
 
One fateful day, Felix finds himself seduced by a 
handsome stranger. But when Felix blows his load 
in the form of an electrical discharge, he is soon 
plunged into a battle to save the Earth from 
Interstellar Invaders.  
 
This origins story is packed with new characters 
to meet, villains to loathe and hot, hard and 
hung male bodies to admire! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Shipping End of July 
 
Sworn #1 | C.J. Evans | 9781897102459 | 
7.99 | Class Comics | paper   
 
 
Sworn is the epic, homo-erotic saga of CALAIS and 
SLAMMER, sworn enemies who have fallen in love with 
one another.  They must keep their love affair a secret 
from their respective teams and families at all costs. 



Shipping End of July 
 
Porky # 3 | Logan | 9781897102442 | 
7.99 | Class Comics | paper  
 
Things go from bad to worse for Porky and his 
family in this third installment of the smash series. 
We are beside ourselves wondering how he fits so 
much sex and story in one comic!  
  
Soon after being released from Prison, Porky's poor 
father falls prey to the evil Controller. Porky busies 
himself fucking his best friend, Bubba AND the 
school's janitor while his uncle Mark comes face to 
face with Mc Cormick, who's cruisin' for a fight. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

________________________________________________ 
 

 
Object of Desire | William Mann | 9780758213778 | 
24.00 | Kensington | hardcover 
 
"It's always been golden for you, Danny. You've always been the 
golden boy."  
Danny Fortunato seemed to have it all. He was cute, funny, sexy, 
smart—the hottest go-go boy in West Hollywood. When he danced 
on stage, all eyes were upon him and all men desired him. But 
something always kept Danny from ever really believing he was 
the golden boy that others said he was...a secret that he'd 
carried with him ever since he was a teenager.  
 
 
 

 



 
Drama Queers | Frank Anthony Polito | 
9780758231642 | 15.00 | Kensington | paper  
 
Ever since Mrs. Malloy assigned us the What I Want To Be 
When I Grow Up paper earlier that year in her 1st hour 
English, my mind had been made up... I, Bradley James 
Dayton, will be a famous actor someday! 
 
Sure, he'd like to get laid too, but while Brad has known he 
was gay forever, the rest of "Hillbilly High" is not so 
forthcoming. Before senior year ends, Brad will know more 
about love, lust, and friendship than he ever thought possible. 
Because if all the world's a stage, he's ready to be in the 
spotlight... 

 
 
The Sand Castle | Rita Mae Brown | 
9780802144232 | 13.00 | Grove | paper  
 
Since the publication of Rubyfruit Jungle in 1973, Rita Mae 
Brown has been a major American literary voice and a best-
selling author. In The Sand Castle, she revisits some of her 
most unforgettable characters: sisters Juts and Wheezie 
Hunsenmeir, and Juts’s precocious young daughter, Nickel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Family Affair | Saxon Bennett | 9781594931505 
| 14.95 | Bella Books | paper  
 
Oops...is an understatement.  
 
Chase Banter thought her life couldn't get any weirder. Her 
mother has taken up private investigating, her writer's 
group's helpful suggestions have led to severe writer's block, 
and her girlfriend's family is genuinely nuts. Growing up isn't 
high on her list of priorities. 
 
 
 
 



 
Delusional | Terri Breneman | 9781594931512 | 
14.95 | Bella Books | paper  
 
Sometimes, things aren't what they seem. And sometimes, 
they are.  
 
Times have changed for gay people, and when prosecutor 
Toni Barston hears about the death of a local lesbian 
bartender, she doesn't immediately think, "Hate crime." But 
it is. Even then, to assume that the murderer is a crazed 
religious fanatic would be a cliché. Except that's where 
preliminary evidence leads her. In fact, suspects are 
depressingly plentiful. 
 
 

You or Someone Like You | Chandler Burr | 
9780061715655 | 25.99 | Ecco | hardcover 
 
At once fiercely intelligent and emotionally grip-ping, You or 
Someone Like You confronts the fault lines between inherited 
faith and personal creed, and, through the surprising 
transformation of one exceptional, unforgettable woman, 
illuminates literature's power to change our lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
What We Remember | Michael Ford Thomas | 
9780758218513 | 24.00 | Kensington | hardcover 
 
 
Every family has a hidden story-even the perfect ones. Dig just 
a little, beyond the smiling holiday photographs and the oft-
repeated anecdotes, and other memories come flooding back-
the kind that can compel a family to stick together through 
catastrophe, or drive a chasm between them forever. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Mommy, Mama, & Me | Leslea Newman | 
9781582462639 | 7.99 | Tricycle | board book | 
Ages 4-8 
 
Mommy picks me up, Mama pours juice in my cup. 
 
Rhythmic text and illustrations with universal appeal show a 
toddler spending the day with its mommies. From hide-and-
seek to dress-up, then bath time and a kiss goodnight, there's 
no limit to what a loving family can do together. 

 
 

Daddy, Papa, & Me | Leslea Newman | 
9781582462622 | 7.99 | Tricycle | board book | 
Ages 4-8 
 
Daddy helps me paint the sky. Papa helps me bake a pie.  
 
Rhythmic text and illustrations with universal appeal show a 
toddler spending the day with its daddies. From hide-and-
seek to dress-up, then bath time and a kiss goodnight, 
there's no limit to what a loving family can do together. 
 
 

Smash the Church, Smash the State! : The Early 
Years of Gay Liberation | Tommi Avicolli Mecca | 
9780872864979 | 18.95 | City Lights | paper  
 
This anthology by former members of the Gay Liberation 
Front (GLF) captures the history and spirit of the 
revolutionary time just after Stonewall, when thousands 
came out of the closet to claim their sexuality, and when 
queer resistance coalesced into a turbulent, joyous 
liberation movement—one whose lasting influence would 
ultimately inform and profoundly shape the LGBT 
community of today. 
 
 
 
 
Back in Stock 

1. Ten Thick Inches | Kenneth Harrison | 9780971708990 | 13.95 
2. Slide | Kal Lee | 9780963157423 | 45.00 
3. Thou Shalt Not Love | Patrick Chapman | 9780971468627 | 

19.00 


